
Setting up Occupant Types
Create the different Occupant Types an Unit Type can accommodate.
Occupant Types can be people, pets, boats, trailers etc and once created can be associated
to Unit Types.

1 Setup
Click Setup from the Menu Bar. Expand Business Setup and select 6. Occupant Types.
Alternatively, click on the Menu button, select the Setup tab and click on Occupant Setup.

2 Add
Click Add to add a new Occupant Type
Label: The name of the Occupant Type
Does this represent a person?: This flag will enable the Occupant to included into the 
Occupant Count for a reservation, display on the Online Booking page and reports. 
Default (Base Price) Occupant:  Allows any combination of occupant type(s) to comprise the 
base rate. A number of people included in the base rate i.e. 3, rather than 2 Adults 1 Child. 
Select the Default (Base Price) Occupant? flag on one Occupant Type i.e. Adult.
This will ensure that the total occupants included in the base rate are used before extra 
occupant charges are added.
When enabled, any occupant combination up to the value of the Incl value will be charged at 
the Base Rate set in the Rate Setup panel.  Any extra occupant(s) added after the Incl value 
will be charged the extra occupant charge. 
Associate Occupant charges to Unit Type Revenue?: Set this flag to associate the occupant 
charges on a reservation to be included in the reservation’s Unit Type revenue.  This change 
is reported in financial reports such as the Trial Balance report. 
Example: With the flag enabled, a reservation a Suite has a charge for 3 extra Children, that 
extra charge revenue will be reported under Suite instead of Occupant Product: Children.

3 Occupants in Unit Type Setup
Once created, Occupants can be assigned to Unit Types in Unit Type Setup. 
Incl: # of occupants in Base Rate                   Max: Total # of occupants available in Unit Type. 
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